
Report of the second AWL Working Group 01/07/2018 

This report has been produced by the second working group established by the AWL Executive 
Committee (EC) following the statement of our ex-comrade (O) published in blog online in January 
2018 and the AWL ‘Response to a statement’


This follows on from report written by the first working group established to investigate “individual 
and collective responses made by the AWL from 2015 onwards.. [including] how AWL looks after 
the welfare and safeguarding of young people… AWL’s Code of Conduct (from 2014), its 
grievance procedures and arrangements for reporting..” see report link to report here https://
www.workersliberty.org/system/files/Working%20group%20report.pdf


The remit of this working group reported on the AWL website was:

• a further, and separate investigation, also independent of our committees, to investigate the 

account of a campaign of false accusations, and to examine our response to the Red London 
Facebook page and online harassment of our members linked to that page.


In order to do this it was agreed that the group: 

• could communicate with and use the work of the first working group. 

• be subject to the same conditions of scrutiny by responsible individuals outside the AWL.


Part 1 looks at allegations that were contained in the January 2018 statement made made O and 
are as follows:


1. Even just a few weeks ago I heard that a full-time AWLer, with whom I had no recent 
contact, had told one of my employers that I was a ‘serial harasser’. Perhaps he was 
motivated by envy, or wished to see my employment halted.


2. In December 2016, another leading AWL member sent a letter to my mother, making a 
grotesque and personalised allegation against me. There was no truth to his claims. He had 
made no effort to contact me, and produced no evidence; the letter he sent to my mother’s 
house was addressed to her personally and claimed that he had reported me to the police, 
inevitably bringing needless stress and anxiety. 


3. In early November seeing me (apparently by chance) in the street, this same individual 
hurled abuse at me, calling me 'fatboy' and insisting that I 'need to lose weight'. 


4. I have learned from multiple sources that the AWL campaign to discredit me far outlasted 
my own membership of that organisation.


5. the AWL combine such behaviour with a smear campaign, proceeding by backbiting and 
innuendo, designed to present my negative attitude toward the group, and sometimes 
mocking comments on their activity, as a case of ‘disgruntlement’. As if being sexually 
assaulted – and being the victim of a second attempted sexual assault – were some small 
issue or somehow my fault.  …. their intention in belittling me is to shut me up, to protect 
their leaders and their organisation….. The AWL for what it is, an organisation no different 
from the SWP.


O was contacted by this working group to request any further statements or evidence for these 
accusations but has to date not responded. [23.7.18: It has been reported to us by O that he did 
not receive our email of 21.5.18 asking for further comments]. Subsequently the investigation has 
been based on the information contained in the published statement from January 2018 alongside 
written accounts from AWL staff and EC members’ interpretation and awareness of the allegations 
and other AWL members or individuals who have been identified as potentially relevant to the 
allegations. 


Part 2 examines evidence of online harassment of our members by and linked to the Red London 
Facebook page. This was in the form of statements from AWL members as well screenshot 
provided from the Red London Facebook page.


Evidence used in this investigation include:

• Original allegations in blogpost from O




• Written reports from 4 AWL members identified in the allegations as well as additional related 
evidence to the reports such as copies of correspondence, letters, police report, screenshots 
from Facebook and Facebook messenger.


• A written statement from another non-AWL referred to in the allegations.

• Red London Facebook page and other related Facebook posts and memes including 

screenshots provided.

• Copies of minutes and email correspondence between NC regarding the events covered. 


Part 1 

To more clearly examine the allegations, we have grouped concerns raised by O as follows. 


a) Point 1 - a full-time AWLer… told one of my employers that I was a ‘serial harasser’ 

More specific information about this was requested from O, but he has not yet responded.


Without further specific details of this allegation advice was sought from AWL staff and EC 
members regarding any incidents this could have referred to. Only one instance was cited of a 
contact between a potential employer of O. This was a meeting between AWL comrades and one 
of the editors of a journal for the purpose of carrying out an interview for “Solidarity”. This journal 
had published a number of articles by O in 2016 and 2017. In addition, this was corroborated by 
evidence given by a comrade who was present for the interview above, of contact with him 
initiated by O over Facebook messenger several days after the interview. O requested the 
comrade’s home address in order to send him a legal letter regarding what he stated was slander 
against him. O used the term 'serial harasser’, linking this to the allegation in Os blogpost.


The comrade provided his email address and reported that he had not heard from O or any legal 
representatives since..  
 
Screenshot of the full exchange on Facebook messenger were provided and supported the 
comrade’s account.  


Reports were provided from the three comrades who carried out the interview. 

The person identified as the potential employer responded to direct questions in relation to his 
memory of the conversation regarding O, his recollection of the use of the term ‘serial harasser’ or 
similar and whether he believed AWL comrades were trying to discredit O or dissuade him from 
using O's services in the future. The response was “I'm not sure if I quite understand the reference 
here and the whole thing is very unfamiliar to me, so I think it's safe to assume that I'm not being 
referred to as the employer here!” 


All three AWL comrades reports are consistent with each other with different degrees of detail and 
they deny calling him a ‘serial harasser’.


The comrades reported that during the interview referred to above, there was a discussion of the 
Red London Facebook campaign and how some posts on its page could be considered slander 
of members of the AWL. Comrades advised that O was mentioned (amongst others) as someone 
who has liked and shared this material and who they believed was likely to be either involved with 
the running of the page or closely connected to individuals running it. The comrades report that 
these comments were not the purpose of the meeting but just something that arose in 
conversation during the interview. One comrade states he explicitly said he would not want any 
link between O and Red London to negatively influence publishing work by O that was of value. 


Conclusion: 

There appears to be no evidence beyond O's statement that any member of the AWL has called 
him a “serial harasser” or any attempt to prevent him from gaining further employment.

In fact the suggested employer stated he did not believe he could be the ‘employer’ being 
referred to. O has not responded to the request for further information around this allegation.  And 
since the interview took place O has written for this organisation again on several occasions.




b) Point 2: “ leading AWL member sent a letter to my mother, making a grotesque and 
personalised allegation against me. There was no truth to his claims. He had made no effort 
to contact me, and produced no evidence” 

Members of AWL office were able to identify this comrade and he has produced a written 
statement regarding this incident giving full details. The comrade reports that a fake Facebook 
page was set up using his name and photograph. This was used to share statuses to claim he 
was a paedophile. These were shared by the Red London page. The comrade in question is a 
father, works with young people and was very distressed by this. He contacted the police and we 
have seen both his complaint to the police and their response to him.


This comrade cited as evidence that O was one of only 2 Facebook “friends” of the fake account 
that this comrade knew of in real life, which led him to believe O’s involvement in this account. He 
passed both names to the police with the hope that the profile and the posts would be taken 
down.


The comrade wished to contact O and the other individual directly as he wanted the situation 
resolving quickly. He states that he believed O was out of the country hence he wrote to O's 
mother, hoping that she would be able to contact him. A copy of the letter was provided in which 
the comrade states he believes O may be involved due to the reasons outlined above. It clearly 
states he just wants the page and posts removed as quickly as possible and states that he has 
contacted the police. This may have caused some distress to O's Mother. However, the letter is 
clear to state that O might be involved rather than directly accusing him.


Conclusion:

The comrade concerned was acting as an individual in response to what was a very serious and 
distressing situation. The posts could have caused him serious repercussions affecting his ability 
to work and parent his child. It is understandable that someone in that position would take action 
to get such posts removed as quickly as possible.


c) Point 3 - In early November seeing me in the street, this same individual (in point two 
above) hurled abuse at me, calling me 'fatboy' and insisting that I 'need to lose weight'. 


The comrade in question here is the same individual who was targeted by the fake Facebook 
profile page and accusations of paedophilia. The comrade confirmed that he had done so but 
only following O calling him a ‘cunt’ as he walked by him.  As mentioned earlier O has provided no 
further evidence or information to support his reporting of this incident.


The day following this incident a post was made by O on Facebook accusing an AWL member of 
abusing O in the street, and using the exact same description of this comrade as used previously 
used to attack this comrade on the Red London page.  


Conclusion:

There is no question that the comrade called O ‘fat’ in the street, but as O provided no further 
evidence or cooperated with the investigation. Then both accounts are taken as factual.


Point 4: I have learned from multiple sources that the AWL campaign to discredit me far 
outlasted my own membership of that organisation. 
Point 5: the AWL combine such behaviour with a smear campaign, proceeding by 
backbiting and innuendo, designed to present my negative attitude toward the group, and 
sometimes mocking comments on their activity, as a case of ‘disgruntlement…. their 
intention in belittling me is to shut me up, to protect their leaders and their organisation. 

O has not provided further evidence to substantiate this claim. 

EC and NC minutes which are available for AWL members from the time since 2008 tp 2018 
provide no such evidence. 

In addition the AWL EC have provided collations of the emails discussions between EC members 
between late 2016 when the first Red London articles appeared accusing an AWL member of 



being a paedophile and when he took the matter to Facebook and the police and December 
2017/ early January 2018 when comrades were discussing the smear campaign against another 
comrade on social media. In this exchange of over 50 emails over a series of five or six different 
discussions relating to Red London smear campaign against AWL, and Stalinism on the Labour 
left, O is mentioned in just once, specifically relating to comments he had posted about on one of 
our comrades’ timelines, where O is quoted as saying AWL are irrelevant and should be expelled 
from the Labour Party


Conclusion:

There is no evidence of a campaign by the AWL against O, in any understanding of the term 
“campaign”. It cannot be proven that individuals did not hold negative opinions of O, but no 
evidence supports the claim of an AWL campaign against O. And evidence has not been provided 
to substantiate claims that the organisation as a whole, or even leading individuals were involved 
in “smears”, “backbiting” and “innuendo”.


Part 2 

Red London Campaign against AWL / AWL comrades / members 

To investigate the account of a campaign of false accusations, and to examine the response to 
the Red London Facebook page and online harassment of our members linked to that page”

To give some context on this allegation Red London is an anonymous Facebook page that is 
perhaps best described as pro-Stalinist anti-Trotskyist. On key political questions it is often at 
political odds with AWL 

A number of the AWL members who are referred to in the above five allegations in Part 1 of this 
report have also been personally subjected to attacks online particularly from the Red London 
Facebook page and also on fake personal profile accounts set up on social media 

AWL members who were subjected to this abuse have provided evidence to this investigation 
which they believe identifies several individuals who may be associated with the pages and this 
social media campaign against the AWL.  One of the individuals as reported in Part 1 was O.


Unlike an allegation against a named individual or organisation Facebook pages and fake profiles 
can be anonymous with little or no ability to investigate or hold to account what is posted and by 
whom. 

This working group cannot and the AWL cannot as an organisation prove who is behind the RL 
page, specific posts or setting up the fake profiles.


Some individual AWL members who provided statements for this investigation felt there is some 
evidence which suggests he was either directly involved with, or closely associated with the 
people responsible for the online abuse. This investigation has not found any evidence to prove 
that O is responsible for Red London online harassment campaign of our members.


There is no evidence to suggest that either the AWL or any of its committees have stated or acted 
as if O was responsible for this harassment.


As part of our investigation into the harassment of AWL members by Red London, statements by 
AWL members have been considered as well screenshots of statuses and memes produced by 
Red London and the fake Facebook page set up which made similar comments to the Red 
London page. There is no evidence to prove the same people are behind both. 


But the evidence demonstrates that over a prolonged period of time RL have targeted members 
of the AWL and people who are not members of the group but are politically close to the AWL or 
work in campaigns with AWL comrades. RL has used people's photos with fake quotes 
suggesting they are pro paedophilia. One individual who has been particularly targeted with 



accusations of being pro paedophilia is Asian which can rightly be perceived as adding a racist 
undertone to the abuse from RL. RL has produced fake headlines of AWL publications and stated 
that the group held a paedophile rally. On several occasions RL has described the AWL as 
“nonces” and “Hitler’s agents”. It should go without saying that these allegations are untrue and 
do not reflect the politics of the AWL. Many of the individuals attacked in this manner have young 
families and work in areas where accusations of paedophilia could have serious implications for 
their employment.


The evidence demonstrates there was an orchestrated online social media campaign across 
Facebook, twitter and websites. Whether the anonymous producer of these was one individual, 
several individuals, whether they were working separately or in collaboration nonetheless this was 
a consistent campaign against specific AWL members using personal information that could put 
their careers and family life at risk and there has also been a campaign against AWL in general. 

The AWL has a long history of engaging in political debate with groups and individuals on the left 
with alternative political stances. It appears instead of addressing political differences with the 
AWL in a constructive way the individuals behind RL look to discredit the AWL by smearing it with 
false accusations of paedophilia. They hide behind vitriolic memes which could destroy people’s 
lives. Some individuals have been targeted numerous times and amounts to online bullying and 
harassment.


Overall conclusion and recommendations covering Part 1 and Part 2

The AWL cannot control or manage every aspect of comrades’ behaviour in the street, over the 
internet and how they respond to abuse, or serious allegations. Some of the incidents 
investigated were AWL members responding to very serious allegations about them as individuals 
and the working group does not accept that these could be seen as part of a targeted campaign 
by the AWL against O. 


There is considerable evidence of a targeted campaign against the AWL comrades although it No 
evidence suggests that the AWL, it's committees or individuals members ran a campaign to 
discredit O. 

The conclusion is that the AWL and members have been subject to online bullying and 
harassment. 

As stated earlier it cannot be proven who is behind this campaign, but that this campaign and 
subsequent attempts to defend themselves by comrades were important context to some of the 
allegations made by O and discussed earlier. 

While there are no detailed recommendations it is recommended that AWL produces some 
guidelines for AWL members on
• reporting and responding to online or in real life bullying and harassment 
• responding to suspected perpetrators of any such attacks.


July 2018 


